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ABSTRACT

This study demonstrates that oceanic vertical velocities can be estimated from individual mooring mea-

surements, even for nonstationary flow. This result is obtained under three assumptions: (i) weak diffusion

(Péclet number � 1), (ii) weak friction (Reynolds number � 1), and (iii) small inertial terms (Rossby

number� 1). The theoretical framework is applied to a set of four moorings located in the SouthernOcean.

For this site, the diagnosed vertical velocities are highly variable in time, their standard deviation being one

to two orders of magnitude greater than their mean. The time-averaged vertical velocities are demonstrated

to be largely induced by geostrophic flow and can be estimated from the time-averaged density and hori-

zontal velocities. This suggests that local time-mean vertical velocities are primarily forced by the time-

mean ocean dynamics, rather than by, for example, transient eddies or internal waves. It is also shown that,

in the context of these four moorings, the time-mean vertical flow is consistent with stratified Taylor column

dynamics in the presence of a topographic obstacle.

1. Introduction

Oceanic vertical flow is an important element of the

ocean circulation, playing a central role in the re-

distribution of water and tracers between (and within)

the upper-ocean mixed layer and the ocean interior. In

the interior, the occurrence of vertical motion is asso-

ciated with a wide range of processes characterized by

distinct dynamics: from relatively high-frequency and

small-scale geostrophically unbalanced flows (such as

internal waves and three-dimensional turbulent mo-

tions; e.g., Polzin et al. 1997; D’Asaro et al. 2007;

Waterman et al. 2013; Sheen et al. 2013) to near-bottom

frictional Ekman currents along sloping topographic

boundaries (Garrett et al. 1993), wind-driven Ekman

motions, and rectified mesoscale eddy flows along

sloping isopycnals (Marshall and Speer 2012, and ref-

erences therein). The latter twomechanisms are believed

to extensively underpin vertical flow in the Southern

Ocean, a region hosting a prominent large-scale vertical

circulation of global significance (Rintoul and Naveira

Garabato 2013). This view of the Southern Ocean stems

from simple theoretical models of the regional circula-

tion (Olbers et al. 2004) and is found to hold in general

circulation models of varying degrees of idealization and

eddy-permitting capability (Abernathey et al. 2011;

Hallberg and Gnanadesikan 2006; Farneti and Delworth

2010). Nonetheless, the weakness and wide spatial distri-

bution of the vertical flows associated with these processes

have to date impeded their assessment from observations.

Historically, the computation of vertical velocities

has been done using the well-known omega equation

(Holton 1972). This equation relates the vertical mo-

tion to measurable features (density, temperature,

pressure, and horizontal flows) and is derived from a

combination of the continuity, thermodynamic, and
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momentum equations. The omega equation has the ad-

vantage of being a diagnostic (i.e., no time derivative) of

the state of the system, so that a single snapshot is enough

to determine the vertical flow. However, the equation

requires a fine spatial discretization (i.e., spatial de-

rivatives along the three spatial dimensions). It has been

shown to be extremely useful in the atmosphere, where

radiosondes capture accurately the three-dimensional

system’s state on a global scale at a given instant (but

repeated measurements at the same location are impos-

sible, that is, time derivatives are not measurable). In the

ocean, spatial sampling is much sparser, making im-

plementation of this equation difficult. However, ocean-

ographic moorings, which measure the ocean at a single

location but with high temporal resolution, allow an al-

ternative approach to be adopted. Here, we derive a new

equation based on a combination of the momentum and

thermodynamic equations, which utilizes the time evo-

lution of the local horizontal velocity and density field to

provide robust estimates of vertical velocity.

In this study, we characterize the vertical motion in a

10.5km 3 10.5km patch of the Southern Ocean and in-

vestigate its underpinning physics using measurements

from a cluster of moorings deployed in Drake Passage as

part of the Diapycnal and Isopycnal Mixing Experiment

in the Southern Ocean (DIMES). Time series of vertical

velocity profiles are estimated from individual moorings

by deriving and applying an expression for the vertical

flow in terms of the temporal and vertical variations of

density and horizontal velocity, generalized from thework

of Bryden (1980) to include ageostrophic and time-

varying forcings. We show that, in this area, time-mean

vertical motion in the deep ocean is primarily determined

by the properties of the time-mean horizontal flow, which

exhibits a spatial structure consistent with the occurrence

of a stratified Taylor column over a topographic obstacle

encompassed by the moorings. Unlike in classical Taylor

column theory for a uniform fluid, which induces a verti-

cally uniform horizontal deviation in the presence of a

topographic obstacle to conserve potential vorticity, with

stratification the Taylor column is restricted to the deep

ocean. Because stratification restricts the horizontal de-

viation to the vicinity of the topographic obstacle, there

is a change in the horizontal flow orientation with depth.

In accordance with Bryden (1980), a steady vertical flow

must occur in association with this change in order to

conserve density. Here, we will demonstrate that, fol-

lowing stratified Taylor column dynamics, a vertical flow

occurs above the topographic obstacle encompassed by

the moorings.

The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we

derive the expression used to estimate the vertical ve-

locity from individual mooring measurements. The data

and analytical methodology are introduced in section 3.

Section 4 describes the results of our analysis. The main

findings of this work are synthesized in section 5.

2. Theory

In this section, we use the thermodynamic equation for

the advection of density to calculate the vertical velocity.1

The set of equations (in Cartesian coordinates) from

which our results are derived are given below. These en-

compass the horizontalmomentum equations, hydrostatic

balance, nondivergence (i.e., the Boussinesq approxima-

tion), and the evolution of density forced by advective and

diffusive processes:

Dtu2 f y52
1

r0
›xP1Visc, (1a)

Dty1 fu52
1

r0
›yP1Visc, (1b)

›zP52rg , (1c)

›xu1 ›yy1 ›zw5 0, and (1d)

Dtr5Diff . (1e)

Here, t is time; x, y, and z are the zonal, meridional, and

vertical coordinates; u, y, and w are the zonal, meridional,

and vertical velocities; P is the pressure; r (r0) is the (ref-

erence) density; f is the Coriolis parameter; g is Earth’s

gravity acceleration; ›t, ›x, ›y, and ›z are the time, zonal,

meridional, and vertical partial derivatives; Dt is the ma-

terial derivative (5›t 1 u›x 1 y›y 1 w›z); and Visc and

Diff are viscosity and diffusivity operators, respectively.

We simplify this set of equations further by assuming

low viscosity (Re � 1, Visc is negligible), small in-

ertial terms (Ro� 1, advective terms are negligible in the

horizontal momentum equations), and low diffusion

(Pe � 1, Diff is negligible). The quantity Re is

the Reynolds number andmeasures the ratio of inertial to

viscous forces; Ro is theRossby number andmeasures the

ratio of inertial forces to the Coriolis acceleration; and Pe

is the Péclet number and measures the ratio of advective

to diffusive terms. (An estimation of the vertical Rossby

number can be found in section 5.) Applying these as-

sumptions, the set in (1) reduces to

1 Two other methods exist to calculate the vertical velocity but are

inconsistent with the available dataset. One possible approach would

entail the derivation of vertical velocity from the divergence of the

horizontal velocity field. However, the spatial derivatives involved

cannot be estimated accurately by using neighboringmoorings (since

these may be too far apart to resolve the scales of the key processes

involved). Theother alternativewouldbe to combine themomentum

and continuity equations, yet this would lead to an even more com-

plex expression with more unknowns (i.e., the equation of vorticity

conservation in its quasigeostrophic form).
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›tu2 f y52
1

r0
›xP , (2a)

›ty1 fu52
1

r0
›yP , (2b)

›zP52rg, and (2c)

Dtr5 0. (2d)

The set in (2) is compatible with quasigeostrophic dy-

namics, which appear as the next order balance (Pedlosky

1979) where the evolution of relative vorticity (z5 ›xy 2
›yu) may be obtained by retaining the O(Ro) correction

in (1a), (1b), and (1d). This group of equations can be

applied to flows characterized by a horizontal scale larger

than the Rossby deformation radius (Pedlosky 1979).

Further, by retaining the acceleration term in the hori-

zontal momentum equations, we capture the effects of a

class of higher-frequency flows (e.g., internal waves and

tides) that are not considered in quasigeostrophic dy-

namics. However, this set of equations neglects the ad-

vection term in the momentum balance, which is

important for turbulent density currents (Manucharyan

et al. 2014), Kelvin–Helmholtz instability (Cushman-

Roisin and Beckers 2011), and internal solitons (Osborne

and Burch 1980), for instance.

Applying hydrostatic balance to the two momentum

equations in (2) and expanding the material derivative

in the density equation, we obtain

g

r0
›xr5 ›t›zu2 f›zy , (3a)

g

r0
›yr5 ›t›zy1 f›zu, and (3b)

w›zr52›tr2u›xr2 y›yr . (3c)

Assuming stable stratification [i.e.,N252(g/r0)›zr. 0,

where N is the Brunt–Väisälä frequency] yields

w52
›tr

›zr
1

f

N2
(y›zu2 u›zy)1

1

N2
(u›t›zu1 y›t›zy) .

(4)

Decomposing the horizontal velocity into an amplitude

R and an angle f (measured anticlockwise from east-

ward), we obtain u5R cosf and y5R sinf. Substituting

this notation into the right-hand side of (4), we express

the term associated with geostrophic horizontal ad-

vection as y›zu 2 u›zy 5 2R2›zf. Equivalently, the

term linked to ageostrophic horizontal advection

TABLE 1. Current meter and moored CTD nominal depths for the DIMES C mooring and the four corner moorings (SW, SE, NE, and

NW). Data were returned between 12 Dec 2009 and 6 Dec 2010 and between 20 Dec 2010 and 5 Mar 2012. The exact instrument depths

vary slightly between the four corner moorings because of subtle differences in mooring design. Both the SW and NE moorings suffered

from a buoyancy implosion early in the first year of deployment, such that they only recorded;45 days of data in that year. Other early

instrument failures occurred during the first deployment of the SE mooring. Owing to these issues, we exclude first-year data from the

analysis of the SW, NE, and SE moorings. Full details of the instruments used in each year can be found in the cruise reports (Naveira

Garabato 2010; Meredith 2011).

Location Instrument type Nominal depths (m)

C mooring Nortek acoustic current meter 425, 475, 525, 575, 1200, 1299,

1853, 1951, 2049, 2152, 3400, 3600

Seabird MicroCAT [serial interface, memory,

and integral pump (SMP)]

425, 475, 525, 575, 1200, 1299,

1853, 1951, 2049, 2152, 3400, 3600

NW, SW, NE, and SE moorings Seaguard/Sontek/Nortek acoustic current meter 450, 550, 1250, 2000, 3400

Seabird MicroCAT [SMP/inductive modem

and integral pump (IMP)]

450, 550, 1250, 2000, 3400

FIG. 1. Location of the DIMES mooring array. The inset shows

a magnification of the region. Black circles denote the locations of

the four (NW, NE, C, and SE) moorings used in this study. The

thick black lines indicate the exact depth-averaged direction and

intensity of the northeastward flow at themoorings’ location. In the

main panel, light gray contours indicate submarine topography,

with a contour interval of 500m; black contours mark coastlines. In

the inset, the solid thick contours represent the 4000-m isobath,

with solid black and gray contours denoting shallower and deeper

isobaths at intervals of 100m.
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becomes u›t›zu1 y›t›zy5R›t›zR2R2›tf›zf. Vertical

velocity may thus be defined as

w52
›tr

›zr
2

R2

N2
( f 1 ›tf)›zf1

R

N2
›t›zR . (5)

This equation demonstrates that vertical velocity can be

estimated from a time series of density and horizontal

velocity measurements at multiple depth levels from a

single mooring.

Asymptotically, that is, at steady state (›t / 0), (5) is

equivalent to the classical result of Bryden (1980):

wg52f
R2

N2
›zf , (6a)

where wg is the vertical velocity associated with hori-

zontal geostrophic advection.

The total vertical velocity in (5) can be decomposed

into wg and two further contributions: the vertical ve-

locity associated with horizontal ageostrophic advection

wa, defined as

wa52
R2

N2
›tf›zf1

R

N2
›t›zR , (6b)

and the vertical velocity linked to the unsteady behavior

of density wu, given by

wu 52
›tr

›zr
. (6c)

Linearization of (6c), around a steady vertical density

structure and in the absence of steady vertical flow, is

often considered as an approximation of the vertical

velocities induced by internal waves (Krauss 1966; Gill

1982; van Aken et al. 2007).

FIG. 2. Time-mean horizontal velocity and stratification for the four moorings: (a) NW, (b) C, (c) NE, and (d) SE.

Thick black lines indicate the squared buoyancy frequency. Gray lines show the horizontal velocity vectors at the

depth of their tail point, indicated by a cross. Vectors pointing to the right denote eastward flow, and vectors pointing

upward denote northward flow.Open circles indicatewater column segments where lack of data prevented the robust

computation of velocity and stratification.
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Finally, it is insightful to decompose wg into its time-

dependent and time-mean components as

hwgit 52
hw0

gN
20it

hN2it
2 f

hR2it
hN2it

›zhfit 2 f
hR20›zf

0it
hN2it

, (7)

where hXit 5
Ð tf
ti
X dt/T and X0 respectively denote the

time average and temporal anomaly of any variable X

(such that X0 5 X 2 hXit), with T 5 tf 2 ti being the

duration of the dataset and ti and tf being the initial and

final times of the dataset.

3. Data and methods

a. Data

The theoretical framework introduced in the previous

section is tested by applying it to measurements of

horizontal velocity u, y and in situ density r from four

moorings of the DIMES array (Brearley et al. 2013; see

also Table 1 for a list of mooring instrumentation).

These were deployed between 12 December 2009 and

5 March 2012 over a ;900-m-high topographic feature

in northern Drake Passage (Fig. 1). The mooring array

spanned an area of 10.5 km 3 10.5 km and was com-

posed of six moorings in total. Data from the NW

(558580S, 578560W), C (568S, 578500W), NE (558580S,

578450W), and SE (568030S, 578450W) moorings are

considered here. The flow in this region is strongly time

variable, is oriented northeastward when averaged over

the mooring deployment period (Fig. 1), and is in-

tensified at the surface.

Data from the M and SWmoorings are not used here.

Since the M mooring was only instrumented with cur-

rent meters and moored CTDs at two deep levels, it

lacks the vertical resolution to draw robust conclusions

on the properties of vertical flow. The SW mooring was

instrumented at five levels (identically to the NW, NE,

and SE moorings) but yielded only 150 days of data due

to a buoyancy implosion in the first year and in-

strumental failure in the second year of deployment. As

shown in the next section, 150 days is insufficient to

obtain a stable estimate of the time-mean vertical ve-

locity; convergence only occurs after roughly 1 yr. Ob-

servations from the other moorings span 815 days. A

detailed account of the quality control on the CTD and

current meter data is given in Brearley et al. (2013).

Large mooring knockdowns (of up to 800m) were

experienced by all moorings because of instances of in-

tense flow associated with Antarctic Circumpolar Cur-

rent (ACC) jets and eddies. Considerationwas therefore

given to the issue of mooring motion correction. Most

mooring motion correction schemes for velocity (e.g.,

Cronin et al. 1992) rely on the geostrophic approxima-

tion. This is an assumption we do not wish to make here,

as one of the goals of this work is to examine the relative

contributions of geostrophic and ageostrophic terms to

vertical flow. We thus chose to linearly interpolate

measurements of potential temperature u, salinity S, u,

and y onto surfaces of constant pressure at 100-dbar

intervals and confined our analysis to the part of the

water column that had measurements at all times (i.e.,

depths greater than 1300m). However, we did test the

sensitivity of our results by using a statistical mooring

motion correction. For this purpose we created canoni-

cal (third-order polynomial) profiles for zonal and me-

ridional velocity (u and y) and then computed velocity

from the distance-weighted in situ and canonical pro-

files. (It should be noted that this method has a different

disadvantage in that it assumes a background oceanic

velocity structure.) The simple linear interpolation and

the more complex statistical mooring correction lead to

virtually the same results, with a maximum error of 5%

in the time-mean vertical velocity estimates. In the re-

mainder of this study, only results based on linear in-

terpolation are shown.Density and depthwere computed

from temperature, salinity, and pressure using the Gibbs

Seawater oceanographic toolbox (McDougall and

Barker 2011) and following the gamma global poly-

nomial for neutral density (Sérazin 2011).

TABLE 2.Main characteristics of the vertical velocity from (8) for

each component [wg (GEO), wa (AGEO), and wu (UNS)] and the

total (w), following (6). The bold font denotes the dominant value

in each component.

GEO AGE UNS TOTAL

NW mooring

m (31025 m s21) 7.2 0.50 20.13 8.1

lt,z (31025 m s21) 3.3 0.21 0.45 2.9

lz,t (mm s21) 0.66 0.64 6.2 6.5

st,z (mm s21) 0.83 1.2 7.9 8.1

sz,t (mm s21) 0.34 0.67 4.5 4.4

C mooring

m (31025 m s21) 23.0 20.45 1.0 22.4

lt,z (31025 m s21) 6.4 4.5 1.9 4.7

lz,t (mm s21) 0.63 0.78 5.6 5.8

st,z (mm s21) 1.5 3.4 8.3 9.2

sz,t (mm s21) 1.1 3.0 5.5 6.5

NE mooring

m (31025 m s21) 25.1 0.74 0.34 24.1

lt,z (31025 m s21) 4.9 0.42 0.55 4.7

lz,t (mm s21) 0.57 0.70 6.3 6.4

st,z (mm s21) 0.77 1.3 8.1 8.2

sz,t (mm s21) 0.35 0.84 4.5 4.6

SE mooring

m (31025 m s21) 28.4 0.95 0.01 27.4

lt,z (31025 m s21) 12 0.45 0.28 11

lz,t (mm s21) 0.54 0.86 6.4 6.5

st,z (mm s21) 0.82 1.4 7.9 8.0

sz,t (mm s21) 0.38 0.77 4.2 4.4
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To estimate the impact of the measurement un-

certainty in the vertical velocity computation, we prop-

agate the measurement uncertainty in (5), (6a), (6b),

and (6c). We assume a measurement uncertainty of 43
1023K for temperature and 8 3 1023 psu for salinity

(after calibration of the moored CTDs by reference to

ship-based CTD measurements). Current meter speed

accuracies are given as 1% of the measured value

60.5 cm s21, based on the manufacturer’s specifications

for Nortek and Seaguard current meters, the most

commonly used instruments in the array. For example, a

time and space average measured velocity speed of

12 cm s21 is associated with an error of 0.1 1 0.5 5
0.6 cm s21, while for the angle, it is 28 or 33 1022 radians.

Allowing all these errors to accumulate gives an overall

error for each vertical velocity estimate of 60% for the

geostrophic component, 115% for the ageostrophic

component, and less than 0.3% for the unsteady com-

ponent (which is related only to density). The relative

error on the total vertical velocity is 68%. Although

these errors seem large, it is worth emphasizing that this

assumes that all errors are acting in the same direction

(i.e., a worst case scenario is assumed in which u, S, and

velocity errors accumulate). Further, this study focuses

on the long-term average properties of vertical velocity,

with over n ’ 40 000 samples (for T 5 400 days).

Assuming a normal distribution for the errors, the total

error scales as 1/
ffiffiffi
n

p
, leading to a time-mean geostrophic

and ageostrophic error of 0.3% and 0.6%, respectively.

We also considered the effect of underestimation of

tidal currents due to mooring knockdown (e.g., through

current meters being displaced into deeper regions of

weaker flows). However, these errors are small due to

the dominant M2 and S2 tidal currents being relatively

weak (,1 cm s21) and only increasing very slowly with

depth in the upper part of the water column where

mooring knockdown is significant.

The vertical resolution is the main limitation of the

dataset. From (6a), (6b), and (6c), it may be seen that the

geostrophic, ageostrophic, and unsteady components of

the vertical velocity are only dependent on a first vertical

derivative. Hence, vertical resolution affects each

FIG. 3. Time-mean vertical velocities computed for the four moorings (a) NW, (b) C, (c) NE, and (d) SE following

(5). For each mooring, w is decomposed into its three components, following (6): wg (thick solid gray), wa (thick

dashed gray), and wu (thin solid black). The total vertical velocity is shown in thick solid black.
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component in the same way: the first baroclinic mode of

an inertial-gravity wave is described as well as the first

baroclinic mode of a geostrophic flow, for instance.

However, in the ocean we expect vertical motion for the

nongeostrophic terms (e.g., an internal wave beam) on

smaller vertical scales than for the geostrophic term (i.e.,

nongeostrophic terms often act on higher-order baro-

clinic mode than geostrophic term). This implies that

the nongeostrophic terms are likely more affected by

the relatively low vertical resolution of the dataset.

The effect of the spatial and temporal resolutions of

the data on the sign and magnitude of the calculated

vertical velocities was assessed by withholding data at

one or more vertical levels prior to linear interpolation

of themeasurements. This had little qualitative impact on

the results, and both the total and geostrophic compo-

nents of w were largely unaffected in quantitative terms.

For example, computation of vertical velocity from C

mooring data degraded to only five instrumented levels

(i.e., equivalent to the NW, NE, and SE moorings) led

to a difference of 10% on wg. However, wa and wu did

change significantly (i.e., on the order of 1). For these

terms, high vertical resolution is required to accurately

represent the effects of internal wave motions. This is

not a serious limitation, as the nongeostrophic terms are

not dominant (see section 4) even when the vertical res-

olution of the data is modified. Thus, we have confidence

in the spatiotemporal resolution of the data being suffi-

cient to support the main conclusions of our analysis.

b. Methods

To characterize the properties of the diagnosed ver-

tical flow, we apply a number of basic diagnostics to the

total vertical velocity w or any of its three components

wg, wa, and wu. These are

m5 hwit,z , (8a)

lt,z 5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hhwi2t iz2 hhwiti2z

q
, (8b)

lz,t 5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hhwi2zit 2 hhwizi2t

q
, (8c)

st,z5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hw2it 2 hwi2t

q� �
z

, and (8d)

sz,t 5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hw2iz2 hwi2z

q� �
t

, (8e)

where h.iz 5
Ð zm
zM

. dz/H and h.it,z 5
Ð zm
zM

h.it dz/H; zm and

zM are the minimum and maximum depth of the in-

strumented segment of the mooring, respectively; and

H5 zm2 zM is its vertical extent. The termm defines the

time- and vertical-mean value; lt,z is the vertical standard

deviation from the time mean; lz,t is the temporal stan-

dard deviation from the vertical mean; st,z is the vertical

FIG. 4. Distribution of the vertical velocity at the C mooring as a function of depth: (a) wg,

(b) wa, (c) wu, and (d) total vertical velocity.
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mean of the temporal standard deviation; and sz,t is the

temporal mean of the vertical standard deviation.

We also define a metric of the convergence of the

vertical velocity calculation:

mt 5
1

t

ðt
i
1t

t
i

hwiz dt , (9)

where t is the periodof integration (between0 andT). This

diagnostic can be applied to both the total vertical velocity

w or any of its individual components (wg, wa, and wu).

c. Circulation setting of the measurements

Aswill be seen in section 4, the nature of the time-mean

horizontal flow is important in controlling vertical motion

across the DIMES mooring area. Specifically, the circu-

lation in the deeper layers may be interpreted by con-

sidering theoretical work on stratified Taylor columns

(Hogg 1973).We follow the work of Huppert (1975), who

investigated the characteristics and vertical scale of a

Taylor column over a topographic obstacle (akin to that

encompassed by the DIMES mooring array) in a strati-

fied flow. Using the same diagnostics as Meredith et al.

(2003), we characterize the flow through the array by

estimating the Burger number as Bu52hNit,zh/fL’ 4.6

(where h 5 4400m is the ocean depth around the topo-

graphic obstacle, L 5 10 km is the horizontal length

scale of the topographic obstacle, and hNit,z5 1.73
1026 s21), the Rossby number as Ro52hRit,z/fL ’ 0.1

(with hRit,z 5 0.12m s21), and the relative vertical

length scale of the obstacle as h0 5 jh0j/h ’ 0.2 (where

h0 52900m is the height of the topographic obstacle).

This analysis yields h0/Ro ’ 2.1, where h0/Ro is a

nondimensional critical height. For our diagnosed

Burger number and nondimensional critical height,

Huppert (1975) predicts the existence of a stratified

Taylor column, thereby suggesting that the stratified

Taylor column dynamics apply to our study area. This

implies that close to the topographic obstacle, the cir-

culating fluid is primarily guided by rotation (as op-

posed to stratification) and acts to conserve its

potential vorticity. Also following Huppert (1975), we

FIG. 5. Convergence of the time- and depth-averaged vertical velocity computed for each of the four moorings

following (5): (a) NW, (b) C, (c) NE, and (d) SE. For each mooring, w is decomposed into its three components,

following (6): wg (thick solid gray), wa (thick dashed gray), and wu (thin solid black). The total vertical velocity is

shown in thick solid black.
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may estimate the Taylor column effect to have an

e-folding decay height of hd 52f/hNit,zL’ 60m. Thus,

the Taylor column (rotation over the topographic ob-

stacle) effect is expected to be significant up to a depth

of h 1 h0 2 hd ’ 2500m.

Consistent with this theoretical prediction, we observe

that the time-mean horizontal flow is directed north-

eastward above 2500m for all the moorings in the

DIMES array (Fig. 2). Below 2500m, however, the NW

mooring exhibits southeastward flow, whereas the SE

and NE moorings are characterized by north-

northeastward flow. Thus, the circulation below 2500m

rotates anticlockwise as it passes over the topographic

obstacle (Fig. 1). This implies an increase of (negative)

relative vorticity over the topographic feature, as may be

expected from the conservation of potential vorticity

following the flow. Since the effects of rotation dominate

over those of stratification only close to the topographic

obstacle, this dynamical adjustment process, which is

consistent with our set of (2) and its next order balance

(Pedlosky 1979), is restricted to the abyssal ocean by the

deep stratification (Brechner Owens and Hogg 1980).

The extent to which the vertical velocity diagnosed from

(5) to (7) is consistent with this theoretical expectation is

assessed in the next section.

4. Results

Time-mean vertical velocities are dissimilar between

the four moorings analyzed here (Table 2), despite the

fact that the moorings are spaced at horizontal dis-

tances shorter than one first baroclinic Rossby de-

formation radius (approximately 15–20 km in the study

area). For all four moorings, time-mean vertical ve-

locities are dominated by the geostrophic term (Fig. 3).

These time averages are a small residual of highly

variable vertical velocities (Fig. 4; Table 2), as evi-

denced by the several order of magnitude gap between

the time-mean vertical velocities and their standard

deviation (at all depths and for all vertical velocity

FIG. 6. Time-mean wg computed for each of the four moorings following (6a): (a) NW, (b) C, (c) NE, and (d) SE.

For each mooring, wg is decomposed into its three components, following (7): the time-mean horizontal advection

(thick solid gray), the anomalous horizontal advection (thick dashed gray), and the anomalous vertical advection

(thin solid black). The term wg is shown in thick solid black.
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terms). Even for the geostrophic component, which

shows the narrowest distribution (Fig. 4a), there is at

least a one order of magnitude difference between the

time mean and the standard deviation. These results

stress the need for a time series of sufficient length to

obtain accurate residuals.

Consistent with these results, in all moorings the

geostrophic term dominates the time and depth mean m,

as well as the vertical structure of the time mean lt,z. By

contrast, it is the unsteady term (related to ›tr) that

dominates terms linked to time variation lz,t, sz,t, and st,z

(i.e., the temporal variation of the vertical mean, the

temporal mean of the vertical variation, and the vertical

mean of the temporal variation, respectively).

The convergence diagnostic of (9) suggests that the

temporal mean of the vertical velocity, which is mainly

controlled by the geostrophic term, converges for aver-

aging intervals of;1 yr or longer (Fig. 5). This relatively

long convergence is related to the cumulative effect of

positive and negative eddylike events of intense vertical

velocities (;5 3 1023 m s21; see Table 2 and Fig. 4)

with a characteristic time scale of;1 week, leading to a

weak residual vertical velocity (;1024m s21; see Table 2

and Fig. 3) after approximately 1 yr. Further, since time-

mean vertical velocities are residuals of highly variable

features, convergence can be used to demonstrate the

accuracy of the method. The convergence diagnostic

thus allows us to quantify the uncertainty in time-mean

vertical velocity. With fewer than 100 days of measure-

ments, the variability of the time average is large, and so

any conclusions on the time-mean vertical velocity are

highly uncertain. Since our time series are substantially

longer than 100 days, our vertical velocity estimates are

robust. Note, however, that results from the SE and NE

moorings should be considered with some caution, since

they are based on data collected over only ;400 days.

To gain insight into how the mean vertical velocity is

controlled by the geostrophic flow, we use (7) to de-

composewg. This decomposition reveals that time-mean

geostrophic vertical motion is primarily shaped by the

properties of the time-mean (rather than time varying)

horizontal circulation (Fig. 6). This result suggests that

the time-mean vertical flow in the study area is con-

trolled by stationary features of the circulation and not

by the transient eddy field (e.g., the cumulative non-

linear effects of successive mesoscale eddies or Rossby

waves propagating through the mooring array).

Our study also reveals a peculiar property of the

vertical velocity around 2500m. Following the expec-

tation set in section 3c, the horizontal stationary flow is

modified in the deepest layers of the study area by the

presence of a topographic obstacle, which leads to the

occurrence of stratified Taylor column flow. Thus, below

2500m, the horizontal stationary flow is deflected

southward upstream of the topographic obstacle and

northward downstream of it (Fig. 2). Following (6a), the

change in the direction of horizontal flow between the

layer above 2500m (which is not influenced by the to-

pographic feature) and that below 2500m (which acts

as a Taylor column) leads to vertical motion. Depending

on whether the mooring is upstream or downstream of

the topographic feature, this leads to an upward or a

downward flow, respectively, at 2500m (Fig. 7). We thus

conclude that the deep vertical flow and its intricate

spatial structure (i.e., upwelling at the NW mooring vs

downwelling at the SE and NE moorings; Figs. 3, 6) are

controlled by the presence of a deep, stationary, topo-

graphically locked meander or eddy structure in the

horizontal flow of the ACC through northern Drake

Passage.

5. Conclusions

Our main finding is that the time-mean vertical mo-

tion in the area of Drake Passage encompassed by the

DIMES mooring cluster is primarily determined by the

spatial structure of the time-mean geostrophic flow,

which is linked to the underlying topography by strati-

fied Taylor column dynamics. As the generally north-

eastward ACC flow passes over a topographic obstacle

with lateral dimensions smaller than the first baroclinic

FIG. 7. Schematic of the flow over a small (horizontal length scale

less than one first baroclinic Rossby radius) topographic obstacle,

such as that encompassed by the DIMES moorings. A zonal flow

(thick red solid and dashed blue lines in the upper and lower layers,

respectively) over an obstacle of height h0 (thin contours) deviates

meridionally to conserve potential vorticity. In the Southern

Hemisphere, this deviation induces a positive relative vorticity

anomaly (z05 h0f/h . 0, where h is depth above seabed) over the

obstacle. With finite stratification, this Taylor column behavior is

restricted to the deep ocean (Brechner Owens and Hogg 1980).

This decouples the directions of horizontal flow in the upper and

lower layers (thick solid and dashed arrows), leading to vertical

motion w.
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radius of deformation, upwelling (downwelling) occurs

on the upstream (downstream) flank of the feature. This

occurs as the deep-water column is compressed

(stretched) and the deep horizontal flow acquires anti-

cyclonic vorticity over the obstacle to conserve potential

vorticity. A secondary result of our work is that the

temporal variability in vertical velocity in the study re-

gion is largely associated with localized temporal vari-

ations in density.

Our diagnostic of vertical velocity is founded on the

assumption of a small Rossby number. While we cannot

prove that this assumption holds for all classes of flow

exerting a significant influence on the mooring mea-

surements, we may at least show that the results are not

inconsistent with this assumption. Thus, calculating the

vertical Rossby number for the horizontal momentum

equations, that is, (w›zu)/( fy) and (w›zy)/( fu), reveals

that for more than 75% of the mooring records Ro is

smaller than 0.1, thereby lending support to the small

Rossby number assumption.

Finally, this deep vertical motion associated with a

sub-eddy-scale topographic obstacle stands in distinction

to the common paradigm of large-scale Southern Ocean

overturning linked towind-drivenEkman andmesoscale

eddy flows (Rintoul and Naveira Garabato 2013). While

the wide gap in scales makes it very difficult to connect

our results to the large-scale vertical circulation, it is

worth noting that (unlike in an idealized, perfectly adi-

abatic Taylor column regime) the vertical flow over the

topographic feature in our study area leads to a net

vertical mass transport. This is because the stratification

on the downstream (eastern) flank of the obstacle is

different from that over the obstacle’s upstream edge

(Fig. 2). This difference may be due to enhanced dia-

pycnal mixing at one flank of the obstacle (Dewey et al.

2005). In particular, the upward and downward steady

flows around the obstacle are compatible with the ap-

pearance of lee waves, which can be conducive to shear

instabilities and hence vertical turbulent flow in the re-

gion (Brearley et al. 2013). Given that bathymetric features

with dimensions akin to those of the obstacle encompassed

by the DIMES moorings are common across regions of

rough topography in the ACC, the possibility that the

process discussed in this work contributes significantly to

large-scale vertical motion in the Southern Ocean deserves

further attention.

In this context, we plan to extend our study to other

regions of the Southern Ocean where mooring data are

available. In particular, we will further investigate the

relationship between stratified Taylor column and ver-

tical velocities to develop a quantitative theoretical

framework. In the longer term, extending this analysis to

other mooring datasets beyond the Southern Ocean will

allow us to test the spatial variation of the vertical mo-

tion on a more global scale. A particular focus will be to

address the role of time-varying vertical velocities in

ocean circulation.
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